Feedback on “Patient Positioning” presentation
On Thursday 18th September 2014 Felgains had an exciting Awareness Day for the Education
Sector, Healthcare Professionals, Architects and Care Home Managers at the Trinity Park Events
Centre, Ipswich.
Vendlet director, physiotherapist Peter Maindal, had an inspiring presentation on “Patient
Positioning”. All ratings for Peters presentation were either ‘good’ or ‘excellent’. Below you can
see some of the comments.

Extremely well presented. Kept audience’s attention with interaction and PowerPoint.
A good presentation and it kept my attention. It was a good refresher. It was also interesting to hear that care
homes generally do not have policies around positioning. Although we often expect to see policies etc relating to
moving and handling, I don’t think we think about policies to cover positioning.
Very interesting...Felt he gave enough time to touch the main subject even if we could develop and speak about it
for much longer.
Very interesting, helpful, professional presentation.
When looking after customers positioning will be one of the aspects I look at.
I was very interested in his talk on positioning and he conveyed it very well and made the topic accessible and not
complicated.
This was an excellent session, providing much ‘food for thought’. I took a lot away from this which I intend to use to
inform my practice.
It gave substance to a subject not often considered but so important. He also provided with his product, answerers
to the problems. It would be a great presentation for care and nursing home managers.
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Engaging and clear.
Excellent, very thought provoking, made me think about everyday practice.
A very passionate man with regards his subject matter & this really came across well. It reinforced for me the
absolute importance of positioning for all people in bed & even made me think about myself & how good poditioning has a knock on effect with regards all other areas of health. I will be much more aware of this in my
future work. I particularly liked his products although with todays budget restraints I think there would be some
opposition to overcome before a special request for this equipment would be approved.
Always an important topic to cover, very easy to listen to style.
Very helpful and good presentation. Lots of relevant information. Not just pushing his product.
Useful reminder that stability is important.
Very relevant to a wide population and will be able to incorporate this into my daily practice. Good interaction
and engaging.
More inofrmation on frequently used positions for to alleviate/manage specific conditions needed.
I found this presentation really interesting, I will pass some of his expert advice onto our Moving and Handling
trainers.
Made me aware of details I have never learnt about even in advanced manual handling training. Very good.
Perhaps more relevant for Physios than OTs, but still extremely useful.
Very interesting and all relevant.
It certainly made us think about the importance of positioning and particularly about ‘stability’.
Thought provoking, increased awareness of the importance of positioning generally and of the MDT approach.
Useful plans/tools to improve positioning.
Very useful although information was not new to me.
Inspiring and thought provoking
Excellent, very informative and a very good reminder of the principals for positioning.
I will have a greater awareness of issues around bed positioning where previous focus was more with chair
positioning issues - very interesting & informative.
Found it helpful as this was not an area I have much experience in.
He spoke about positioning in bed only however positioning has another role to play re seating and enabling
function and interaction with others. woudl have been good to actually see the positioning cushions/wedges in
action.
I felt for me this could have gone into more detail but understand it was a mixed audience!.
It is a topic I had not given consideration to but I will be discussing positioning with the MDT.

For further information please contact:
Peter Maindal
Phone: +45 2134 1000
E-mail: peter@vendlet.dk
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